
Sequencing Sentences

1. Tick the exclamations then add the 

missing punctuation to each sentence.

4. Neha has written the sentence below:

Is she correct? Explain how you know. 

2. Match the sentences to their types. 5. Change the command to a statement 

and a question. You may need to add 

some words or take some words away.

3. Rewrite each sentence below with the 

correct punctuation and label which 

sentence type it is.

6. Using the words below, can you create 

a complete sentence?

Convince me. 
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A. I left my dirty 

shoes outside. 

B. Wash the white 

clothes separate 

to the rest. 

C. Do you believe 

me?

question

statement

command

A. How spectacular that 

painting was

B. What did you buy from the 

shopping centre

C. What bright eyes you have 

A. carry on driving forwards

B. what material have you used to make 

this rug

C. how remarkable she is

I have written an 

exclamation sentence 

because it starts with 

the word ‘what’.

What is the price of this calendar!

Command
Make the pancakes and 

toppings.

Statement

Question

live century

the in

21st



Sequencing Sentences

1. A and C are exclamation sentences. A: !; B: ?; C: !

2. A. statement; B. command; C. question

3. A. Carry on driving forwards. command; B. What material have you used to make this 

rug? question; C. How remarkable she is! exclamation

4. No, Neha is incorrect because her sentence is a question. 

5. Various answers, for example: Statement: I made the pancakes and toppings; 

Question: Can you make the pancakes and toppings?

6. No, a sentence cannot be created with the words because a type of noun such as 

‘we’ or ‘I’ is not included.  
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